
Philotech - We love Engineering
For more than 30 years we have been a strategic development partner in Germany, France,
Spain and UK for our customers in the aerospace, defence, automotive, transportation and
telecommunications industries. As a company of the Bertrandt Group, we stand for innovation
and quality  within  our  core  competencies  Software  Engineering,  Validation  &  Verification,
Systems Engineering, Support Engineering, Functional Safety as well as IT & Embedded Security.
Our  experts  accompany  projects  from  conception  through  implementation  to  successful
completion.

Certification / Qualification Engineer (m/w/d) Governmental
(Ref.-Nr.: 2021-1156)
Location: Donauwörth

 

Your tasks:
Support  the  certification  and  qualification  activities,  including  all  associated  project
management tasks (planning, reporting, risk management...)
Contribute to the establishment of  the certification requirement baselines and type
design  definitions  for  future  evolutions  of  the  helicopter  and  coordinate  their
harmonization
Develop and harmonize (internally / externally) the certification & qualification programs,
including the identification of the Means of Compliance and associated demonstrations
of compliance
Coordinate the creation and delivery of those compliance demonstrations in accordance
with the general milestones provided by the Chief Engineering team
Manage the Airbus Helicopters Airworthiness network to ensure certification objectives
are met
Validate those demonstrations of compliance and harmonize them with Authorities
Produce  the  certification  /  qualification  synthesis  documents  and  support  in  the
harmonization of them with authorities
Prepare  airworthiness  documentation  for  release  to  the  Aviation  Authorities  or  for
approvals in accordance with Airbus Military Design Organization Approval (DOA)
Influence and contribute to the harmonization of the future qualification (e.g. in the
frame of offers, ...)
Contribute to the approval of flight clearance for serial and prototype flights

 

Your profile:
A university degree  in aeronautivs or mechanical engineering

  



Experience in the certification and qualification of aircrafts/helicopters and/or aircraft
/helicopter systems
Experience in the development of aircrafts/helicopters or aircraft/helicopter systems
Experience of working in international projects and collaboration in a transnational team
across borders would be a plus
Very good german and english skills
Good Ms-Office skills

 

Our Offer:
Philotech stands for flat hierarchies, open communication, self-initiative and an appreciative
working atmosphere. Flexible working hours, mobile working and 30 days of holiday support
your  work-life  balance.  In  varied  and  demanding  projects,  you  can  participate  in  the
development of forward-looking technologies and grow with new challenges. In our Philotech
Academy, you also have access to an extensive range of further training opportunities.
We look forward to hearing from you!

Apply now

 
Philotech GmbH
Eschenstr. 2
82024 Taufkirchen
www.philotech.de

Your contact person:
Frank Arnold
frank.arnold@philotech.de
089 610898182

https://philotech.onlyfy.jobs/apply/r51d943x4yi5l8w55mp6v6nvmxs88ll
http://www.philotech.de
mailto:frank.arnold@philotech.de

